nesses, cover many years or generations, and travel the world. It may deal with a central line of action and one or several subplots. Many characters may change; many and various effects may constitute our final understanding. Many digressions may be tolerated and will not destroy the balance of the whole as long as they lead, finally, to some nuance of that understanding.

These differences in the possibilities of the novel and short-story forms may directly affect the relationship between story and plot. With the narrative leisure available to a novelist, it may very well be possible to begin with a character’s birth, or even ancestry, even though the action culminates in middle or old age.

My own feeling as a writer is that in a novel I may allow myself, and ask the reader to share, an exploration of character, setting, and theme, letting these develop in the course of the narrative. When I am writing a short story, I must reject more, and I must select more rigorously.

One constant principle of artistic effectiveness is that you must discover what a medium cannot do and forget it; and discover what it can do and exploit it. Television is a good medium for domestic drama, but for a battle with a cast of thousands, you need a movie screen twelve feet high. For a woodland scene, watercolor is fine; but for the agony of St. Sebastian, choose oil. If you are writing for radio, the conflict must be expressible in sound; if you are writing a mime, it must be expressible in movement.

This is not to say that one form is superior to another but simply that each is itself and that no medium and no form of that medium can do everything. The greater the limitation in time and space, the greater the necessity for pace, sharpness, and density. For this reason, it is a good idea to learn to write short stories before you attempt the scope of the novel, just as it is good to learn to write a lyric before you attempt an epic or to learn to draw an apple before you paint a god.

Nevertheless, the form of the novel is an expanded story form. It requires a conflict, a crisis, and a resolution, and no technique described in this book is irrelevant to its effectiveness.

Cutting Edge

JAMES PURDY

Mrs. Zeller opposed her son’s beard. She was in her house in Florida when she saw him wearing it for the first time. It was as though her mind had come to a full stop. This large full-bearded man entered the room and she remembered always later how ugly he had looked and how frightened she felt seeing him in the house; then the realization it was someone she knew, and finally the terror of recognition.

He had kissed her, which he didn’t often do, and she recognized in this his attempt to make her discomfort the more painful. He held the beard to her face for a long time, then he released her as though she had suddenly disgusted him.

“Why did you do it?” she asked. She was, he saw, almost broken by the recognition.

“I didn’t dare tell you and come.”

“That’s of course true,” Mrs. Zeller said, “It would have been worse. You’ll have to shave it off, of course. Nobody must see you. Your father of course didn’t have the courage to warn me, but I knew something was wrong the minute he entered the house ahead of you. I suppose he’s upstairs laughing now. But it’s not a laughing matter.”

Mrs. Zeller’s anger turned against her absent husband as though all error began and ended with him. “I suppose he likes it.” Her dislike of Mr. Zeller struck her son as staggeringly great at that moment.

He looked at his mother and was surprised to see how young she was. She did not look much older than he did. Perhaps she looked younger now that he had his beard.

“I had no idea a son of mine would do such a thing,” she said. “But why a beard, for heaven’s sake,” she cried, as though he had chosen something permanent and irreparable which would destroy all that they were.

“Is it because you are an artist? No don’t answer me,” she commanded.

“I can’t stand to hear any explanation from you . . . .”

“I have always wanted to wear a beard,” her son said. “I remember wanting one as a child.”

“I don’t remember that at all,” Mrs. Zeller said.

“I remember it quite well. I was in the summer house near that old broken-down wall and I told Ellen Whitelaw I wanted to have a beard when I grew up.”

“Ellen Whitelaw, that big fat stupid thing. I haven’t thought of her in years.”

Mrs. Zeller was almost as much agitated by the memory of Ellen Whitelaw as by her son’s beard.

“You didn’t like Ellen Whitelaw,” her son told her, trying to remember how they had acted when they were together.

“She was a common and inefficient servant,” Mrs. Zeller said, more quietly now, masking her feelings from her son.

“I suppose he liked her,” the son pretended surprise, the cool cynical tone coming into his voice.

“Oh, your father,” Mrs. Zeller said.

“Did he then?” the son asked.
"I won't talk to him about it," Mr. Zeller said.
It was as though the voice of Ellen Whitelaw reached her saying, So that
was how you appealed to him.

She sat on the deck chair on the porch and smoked five cigarettes. The
two men were somewhere in the house and she had the feeling now that
she only roomed here. She wished more than that the beard was gone that
her son had never mentioned Ellen Whitelaw. She found herself thinking
only about her. Then she thought that now twenty years later she could not
have afforded a servant, not even her.
She supposed the girl was dead. She did not know why, but she was sure
she was.
She thought also that she should have mentioned her name to Mr. Zeller.
It might have broken him down about the beard, but she supposed not.
He had been just as adamantly unfeeling with her about the girl as he
was now about her son.

Her son came through the house in front of her without speaking,
dressed only in his shorts and, when he had got safely beyond her in the
garden, he took off those so that he was completely naked with his back to
her, and lay down in the sun.

She held the cigarette in her hand until it began to burn her finger. She
felt she should move from the place where he was and yet she did not know
where to go inside the house and she did not know what pretext to use for
going inside.

In the brilliant sun, his body, already tanned, matched his shining black
beard.

She wanted to appeal to her husband again and she knew then she
could never again. She wanted to call a friend and tell her but she had no
friend to whom she could tell this.

The events of the day, like a curtain of extreme bulk, cut her off from her
son and husband. She had always ruled the house and them even during
the awful Ellen Whitelaw days and now as though they did not even
recognize her, they had taken over. She was not even here. Her son could
walk naked with a beard in front of her as though she did not exist. She
had nothing to fight with, nothing to make them see with. They
ignored her as Mr. Zeller had when he looked at the wallpaper and refused
to discuss their son.

"You can grow it back when you're in New York," Mr. Zeller told his son.
He did not say anything about his son lying naked before him in the
garden but he felt insulted almost as much as his mother had, yet he
needed his son’s permission and consent now and perhaps that was why
he did not mention the insult of his nakedness.

"I don’t know why I have to act like a little boy all the time with you
both."

"If you were here alone with me you could do anything you wanted. You
know I never asked anything of you...."

When his son did not answer, Mr. Zeller said, "Did I?"

"That was the trouble," the son said.

"What?" the father wondered.

"You never wanted anything from me and you never wanted to give me
anything. I didn’t matter to you."

"Well, I'm sorry," the father said doggedly.

"Those were the days of Ellen Whitelaw," the son said in tones like the
mother.

"For God's sake," the father said and he put a piece of grass between his
teeth.

He was a man who kept everything down inside of him, everything had
been tied and fastened so long there was no part of him any more that
could struggle against the strictures of his life.

There were no words between them for some time; then Mr. Zeller could
hear himself bringing the question out: "Did she mention that girl?"

"Who?" The son pretended blankness.

"Our servant."

The son wanted to pretend again blankness but it was too much work.
He answered: "No, I mentioned it. To her surprise."

"Don't you see how it is?" the father went on to the present. "She doesn't
speak to either of us now and if you're still wearing the beard when you
leave it's me she will be punishing six months from now."

"And you want me to save you from your wife."

"Bobby," the father said, using the childhood tone and inflection. "I wish
you would put some clothes on too when you're in the garden. With me it
doesn't matter, you could do anything. I never asked you anything. But
with her...."

"God damn her, the boy said.

The father could not protest. He pleaded with his eyes at his son.

The son looked at his father and he could see suddenly also the youth
hidden in his father's face. He was young like his mother. They were both
young people who had learned nothing from life, were stopped and
drifting where they were twenty years before with Ellen Whitelaw. Only
she, the son thought, must have learned from life, must have gone on to
some development in her character, while they had been tied to the shore
where she had left them.

"Imagine living with someone for six months and not speaking," the
father said as if to himself. "That happened once before, you know, when you were a little boy."

"I don't remember that," the son said, some concession in his voice.

"You were only four," the father told him.

"I believe this is the only thing I ever asked of you," the father said. "Isn't that odd, I can't remember ever asking you anything else. Can you?"

The son looked coldly away at the sky and then answered, contempt and pity struggling together, "No, I can't."

"Thank you, Bobby," the father said.

"Only don't plead any more, for Christ's sake." The son turned from him.

"You've only two more days with us, and if you shaved it off and put on just a few clothes, it would help me through the year with her."

He spoke as though it would be his last year.

"Why don't you beat some sense into her?" The son turned to him again.

The father's gaze fell for the first time complete on his son's nakedness.

Bobby had said he would be painting in the storeroom and she could send up a sandwich from time to time, and Mr. and Mrs. Zeller were left downstairs together. She refused to allow her husband to answer the phone.

In the evening Bobby came down dressed carefully and his beard combed immaculately and looking, they both thought, curled. They talked about things like horse racing, in which they were all somehow passionately interested, but which they now discussed irritably as though it too were a menace to their lives. They talked about the uselessness of art and why people went into it with a detachment that would have made an outsider think that Bobby was as unconnected with it as a jockey or oil magnate. They condemned nearly everything and then the son went upstairs and they saw one another again briefly at bedtime.

The night before he was to leave they heard him up all hours, the water running, and the dropping of things made of metal.

Both parents were afraid to get up and ask him if he was all right. He was like a wealthy relative who had commanded them never to question him or interfere with his movements even if he was dying.

He was waiting for them at breakfast, dressed only in his shorts but he looked more naked than he ever had in the garden because his beard was gone. Over his chin lay savage and profound scratches as though he had removed the hair with a hunting knife and pincers.

Mrs. Zeller held her breast and turned to the coffee and Mr. Zeller said only his son's name and sat down with last night's newspaper.

"What time does your plane go?" Mrs. Zeller said in a dead, muffled voice.

The son began putting a white paste on the scratches of his face and did not answer.

"I believe your mother asked you a question," Mr. Zeller said, pale and shaking.

"Ten-forty," the son replied.

The son and the mother exchanged glances and he could see at once that his sacrifice had been in vain: she would also see the beard there again under the scratches and the gashes he had inflicted on himself, and he would never really be her son again. Even for his father it must be much the same. He had come home as a stranger who despised them and he had shown his nakedness to both of them. All three longed for separation and release.

But Bobby could not control the anger coming up in him, and his rage took an old form. He poured the coffee into his saucer because Mr. Zeller's mother had always done this and it had infuriated Mrs. Zeller because of its low-class implications.

He drank viciously from the saucer, blowing loudly.

Both parents watched him helplessly like insects suddenly swept against the screen.

"It's not too long till Christmas," Mr. Zeller brought out. "We hope you'll come back for the whole vacation."

"We do," Mrs. Zeller said in a voice completely unlike her own.

"So," Bobby began, but the torrent of anger would not let him say the thousand fierce things he had ready.

Instead, he blew savagely from the saucer and spilled some onto the chaste white summer rug below him. Mrs. Zeller did not move.

"I would invite you to New York," Bobby said quietly now, "but of course I will have the beard there and it wouldn't work for you."

"Yes," Mr. Zeller said, incoherent.

"I do hope you don't think I've been...." Mrs. Zeller cried suddenly and they both waited to hear whether she was going to weep or not, but she stopped herself perhaps by the realization that she had no tears and that the feelings which had come over her about Bobby were likewise spent.

"I can't think of any more I can do for you," Bobby said suddenly.

They both stared at each other as though he had actually left and they were alone at last.

"Is there anything more you want me to do?" he said, coldly vicious.

They did not answer.

"I hate and despise what both of you have done to yourselves, but the thought that you would be sitting here in your middle-class crap not speaking to one another is too much even for me. That's why I did it, I guess, and not out of any love. I didn't want you to think that."

He sloshed in the saucer.

"Bobby," Mr. Zeller said.
The son brought out his What? with such finished beauty of coolness that he paused to admire his own control and mastery.

"Please, Bobby," Mr. Zeller said.

They could all three of them hear a thousand speeches. The agony of awkwardness was made unendurable by the iciness of the son, and all three paused over this glacial control which had come to him out of art and New York, as though it was the fruit of their lives and the culmination of their twenty years.

Suggestions for Discussion

1. Conflict is introduced in the first sentence: "Mrs. Zeller opposed her son's beard." To what extent is the conflict really about the beard? What, and how much, does the beard come to represent?

2. This story has fewer characters than "Cinderella," but in "Cinderella" the characters line up neatly on two sides of the conflict: Cinderella, Fairy Godmother, and the Prince on the side of good; the Stepmother and two Stepsisters on the side of evil. In "Cutting Edge" it is not so simple. Identify aspects of the conflict among the three Zellers. Who is in conflict with whom over what?

3. How is a balance of power achieved among the Zellers? What are the strengths of each?

4. There are no overt acts of violence in this story, but some of the actions—sunbathing nude, shaving—are on an atmosphere of violence. Do you agree? How does Purdy achieve this?

5. At the beginning of the story, Mrs. Zeller fails to recognize her son. At the end she realizes that "he would never really be her son again." How is this a reversal or opposite of the opening situation?

6. What are the events of the Zellers' story, as opposed to the plot of "Cutting Edge"? What would be lost if Purdy had begun his narrative with a scene from Bobby's childhood or with the arrival of Ellen Whitelaw?

The Second Tree from the Corner

E. B. WHITE

"Ever have any bizarre thoughts?" asked the doctor.
Mr. Trexler failed to catch the word. "What kind?" he said.
"Bizarre," repeated the doctor, his voice steady. He watched his patient for any slight change of expression, any wince. It seemed to Ttrexler that the doctor was not only watching him closely but was creeping slowly toward him, like a lizard toward a bug. Ttrexler shoved his chair back an inch and gathered himself for a reply. He was about to say "Yes" when he realized that if he said yes the next question would be unanswerable. Bizarre thoughts, bizarre thoughts? Ever have any bizarre thoughts? What kind of thoughts except bizarre had he had since the age of two?

Ttrexler felt the time passing, the necessity for an answer. These psychiatrists were busy men, overloaded, not to be kept waiting. The next patient was probably already perched out there in the waiting room, lonely, worried, shifting around on the sofa, his mind stuffed with bizarre thoughts and amorphous fears. Poor bastard, thought Ttrexler. Out there all alone in that misshapen antechamber, staring at the filing cabinet and wondering whether to tell the doctor about that day on the Madison Avenue bus.

Let's see, bizarre thoughts. Ttrexler dodged back along the dreadful corridor of the years to see what he could find. He felt the doctor's eyes upon him and knew that time was running out. Don't be so conscientious, he said to himself. If a bizarre thought is indicated here, just reach into the bag and pick anything at all. A man as well supplied with bizarre thoughts as you are should have no difficulty producing one for the record. Ttrexler darted into the bag, hung for a moment before one of his thoughts, as a hummingbird pauses in the delphinium. No, he said, not that one. He darted to another (the one about the rhesus monkey), paused, considered. No, he said, not that.

Ttrexler knew he must hurry. He had already used up pretty nearly four seconds since the question had been put. But it was an impossible situation—just one more lousy, impossible situation such as he was always getting himself into. When, he asked himself, are you going to quit maneuvering yourself into a pocket? He made one more effort. This time he stopped at the asylum, only the bars were lucite—fluted, retractable.

Not here, he said. Not this one.
He looked straight at the doctor. "No," he said quietly. "I never have any bizarre thoughts."

The doctor sucked in on his pipe, blew a plume of smoke toward the rows of medical books. Ttrexler's gaze followed the smoke. He managed to make out one of the titles, "The Genito-Urinary System." A bright wave of fear swept cleanly over him, and he winced under the first pain of kidney stones. He remembered when he was a child, the first time he ever entered a doctor's office, sneaking a look at the titles of the books—and the flush of fear, the shirt wet under the arms, the book on t.b., the sudden knowledge that he was in the advanced stages of consumption, the quick vision of the hemorrhage. Ttrexler sighed wearily. Forty years, he thought, and I still get thrown by the title of a medical book. Forty years and I still can't stay on life's little bucky horse. No wonder I'm sitting here in this dreary joint at